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Abstract
The three different mouse handling methods, picking up by tails, tunnels, and open hands were performed using the ICGN glomerulonephritis mouse and the severity of symptoms was evaluated. The handling groups exhibited a tendency of more severe symptoms than the non-handling control group. Female mice handled by their tails showed significantly more severe symptoms than the control group. In addition, we subjected the normal laboratory mice, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice to tail and tunnel handling to assess the stress conditions. The plasma corticosterone level in the tail-handled mice was higher than that in control mice. These results indicate that handling causes stress and may affect the phenotype of disease model mice.
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Routine handling for laboratory animals is a conventional procedure in animal facilities and is performed when changing cages, measuring body weight, and restraining animals for experimental procedures. The principal handling method for mice is picking up by the tail. However, in the
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Recent study, it was demonstrated that this manipulation induced aversion and anxiety in the mouse, and affected the phenotype in the ethology\(^\text{10}\).

Laboratory animals play an important role in the biomedical research to develop prevention and treatments of human diseases as disease models. However, little is known about the effects of ordinary daily handling on the phenotype of the disease model, and there may be errors in the phenotype due to different handling methods by experimenters and technical staff.

The objective of this study was to identify influences of long-term handling on the phenotype of the disease model mouse, in particular, chronic disease models. We also aimed to improve the well-being of laboratory mice and reproducibility of experimental results.

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease events\(^\text{14}\) and all cases of deaths\(^\text{13}\) in the general Japanese population, suggesting that CKD represents a major public health problem. The ICGN mouse is an ICR-derived glomerulonephritis model mouse for the human idiopathic nephrotic syndrome. The ICGN mouse is a superior model showing most of the characteristics of human CKD such as glomerulosclerosis, renal tubule stroma fibrosis, renal anemia, albuminuria, and edema\(^\text{12,15}\).

We investigated the influence of handling on the phenotype of the disease model using the ICGN mouse as a model of chronic disease by evaluating the severity of the disease symptoms based on the different handling methods (Experiment 1). Furthermore, we assessed whether handling causes any stress for animals using normal laboratory mice, C57BL/6 (B6) and BALB/c (BALB) mice (Experiment 2).

Male and female ICGN mice were bred at our animal facility. Twenty female and male mice were divided into 4 groups (n = 5 each), three different handling groups and control. Three-week-old male B6 (n = 5) and BALB (n = 5) mice were obtained from CLEA Japan Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) to assess the stress level by two different handling methods. Two to three mice were housed in an individually ventilated cage (W 196 mm × D 306 mm × H 166 mm, Allentown Inc., Allentown, NJ, U.S.A) with bedding (TEK-FRESH, Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, U.S.A). Environmental enrichment was provided in the form of transparent polycarbonate tunnels with red color, 10 cm in length and 5 cm inside diameter (Bio-Serv, Flemington, NJ, U.S.A). All experimental procedures were approved by the President of Hokkaido University after review by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Hokkaido University. Animals were maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions with standard pellet feed (Lab MR standard, Nosan, Yokohama, Japan) and water ad libitum. The housing room was maintained at 22 ± 4°C on a 12 h light-dark cycle, but humidity was not controlled. In the laboratory animal care and handling, the investigators adhered to the Regulations for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, Hokkaido University.

**Experiment 1 (Exp. 1)**

Four-week-old ICGN mice were handled for 5 days a week by three different handling methods. Mice were picked up by their tails and lifted up (tail method), lifted up after voluntarily entering into the plastic tunnel (tunnel method), or hand-scooped and lifted up by both hands moving freely over the palm (hand method). Control mice were undisturbed (control). In each handling, mice were lifted up for 20 sec. All cages were changed once a week. During cage-changing, each group of mice was handled in the same way. The control mice were moved by holding their tails for a short period during cage-changing.

After handling for 4 weeks, blood was collected from 8-week-old mice under isoflurane anesthesia and mice were euthanized. Measurements of hematocrit value (HCT), concentration of plasma creatinine (Cre), and blood urea nitrogen (BUN)
were taken. Kidneys were fixed with 10% formalin and subjected to the histopathological examination. Paraffin-embedded sections of 4 \( \mu \)m thickness were stained with Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS). To assess the severity of glomerular damage, 30 glomeruli per kidney were examined and scored according to the following criteria: grade 0, no abnormality or nearly normal; grade 1, a little expansion of the mesangial matrix, mild cell proliferation, and/or mild membranous hypertrophy; grade 2, segmental expansion of the mesangial matrix, cell proliferation, membranous hypertrophy, and/or glomerular hypertrophy; grade 3, global expansion of the mesangial matrix, cell proliferation, membranous hypertrophy, and/or glomerular hypertrophy and hyalinosis; grade 4, disappearance of capillaries and capsular lumina, and/or periglomerular infiltration of inflammatory cells and fibrosis\(^{11,18}\).

**Experiment 2 (Exp. 2)**

We also performed tail and tunnel handling on normal laboratory mice, B6 and BALB mice. After acclimatization for 1 week, we started handling when the mice were 4 weeks old. Mice were handled for 4 weeks, and at 8 weeks old, blood was collected by tail vein puncture and plasma corticosterone (CORT) level was examined using an Assay Max CORT ELISA Kit (Assaypro, St. Charles, MO, U.S.A.). Blood was collected at 20 min after handling between 11:00 and 12:00. Blood sampling took within 2 min.

In the histopathological examination in Exp. 1, the scores of the glomerulus lesions of tail-handled mice were significantly higher than that of female control mice (Fig. 1. \( P < 0.05 \)). The scores of female tunnel and hand groups were approximately 1.5-fold greater than those of the control group. The scores of the male tail, tunnel, and hand groups were also approximately 3-fold greater than those of the control group, although the difference was not statistically significant. In both male and female mice, handled mice appeared to show a more severe lesion grade level than the control mice regardless of the handling method. In the blood examination (Fig. 2), there were no significant differences between the control and the handling groups. In females, each
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Fig. 2. The results of the blood examination in ICGN mice of each handling group.

group showed low HCT values compared with those of males. The BUN concentration was increased in both sexes of each handling group, which is considered as a result of renal failure. No significant relationship was seen between the blood parameters and the severity of the glomerular lesions. This is consistent with the previous reports that glomerulosclerotic lesions in renal histopathology were observed earlier than the exhibition of blood parameter changes.12,15

In Exp. 2, mice handled by their tails showed a significantly higher plasma corticosterone level in comparison with that of control in B6 mice. In BALB mice, the plasma corticosterone level of mice handled by tunnels was higher than that of mice handled by the tail method and the control (Fig. 3. \( P < 0.05 \)).

Data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation and statistical analysis was performed using the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test (\( P < 0.05 \)). The correlation between two parameters was analyzed using the Steel-Dwass test (\( P < 0.05 \)).

The results suggest that all handling methods have an influence on the phenotype of the chronic renal disease model mouse (Exp. 1). Both tail and tunnel handling methods induced stress responses in the two inbred mouse strains (Exp. 2). In addition, tail-handling caused higher stress than tunnel-handling in B6 mice, whereas tunnel-handling caused higher stress than tail-handling in BALB mice (Exp. 2). Considering the results of Exp. 2, either tail-handled or tunnel-handled ICGN mice may get stressed. The glomerulus lesions of the ICGN mouse may worsen due to stress caused by handling. Stress is a condition whereby environmental burdens exceed the adaptive capacity of individuals to a point where psychological and physiological responses may place them at risk for disease. Long-term exposure to distressing environmental conditions may be associated with tissue damage and disease. A previous study has presented evidence suggesting that stress such as hypertension is directly associated with CKD risk factors5.

As for the remarkable differences seen in females, females are generally considered to be emotionally high-responsive under stressful conditions and have higher corticosterone levels and activity than males1,9.

It was demonstrated that picking up mice by the tail induced aversion and high anxiety in a test using an elevated plus maze10. A significantly
higher corticosterone level seen in the tail group in B6 mice in Exp. 2 was consistent with the previous report. On the other hand, the corticosterone level in the tunnel group was higher than that in the tail group in BALB mice. This result was contrary to our expectation. We predicted that transferring mice by tunnel would result in lower stress, as previous studies indicated\(^8\). The period of human contact correlates with stress in BALB mice. The BALB mice needed much more time than B6 mice to enter the plastic tunnel voluntarily. BALB mice needed more than 5 min to enter the tunnel voluntarily, whereas B6 mice needed only 10 to 15 sec to enter the tunnel voluntarily. Handling duration may be an important factor in inducing stress. BALB mice showed a higher corticosterone level than did B6 in control and both tail and tunnel groups (Fig. 3). This result is consistent with other reports indicating that BALB mice display more pronounced circulating corticosterone elevations than the B6 strain in stress responses\(^3,9\).

In the tunnel handling of ICGN mice in Exp. 1, ICGN mice did not show any differences in the time to enter the tunnel compared with B6 mice.

Therefore, the time required for each handling was constant in Exp. 1.

It was recommended that mice should be handled with a tunnel located in their home cage as a simple practical method to minimize handling stress. Mice handled by a home cage or external tunnel showed less anxiety in an elevated plus maze than those picked up by the tail\(^8\). However, previous and our current studies have shown that animal handling per se induces an increase in circulating corticosterone levels\(^6,16\). This suggests that the habituation for 4 weeks is not sufficient to reduce animals’ corticosterone activation. Moreover, it is suggested that handling may have an influence on the phenotype of disease model mice. Recently, Ghosal et al. have reported that handling mice with a cup and massage produces good results with respect to the behavioral and metabolic parameters compared with tail-handling, such as reducing anxiety behavior, elevating glucose tolerance in mice fed a high calorie diet, reducing blood glucose in the fasting conditions, and reducing blood corticosterone level\(^7\).

Previous and present findings indicate that
many parameters, such as handling method, period of handling, genetic, and sex differences may participate in the emotional stress reactivity of mice\textsuperscript{2,4,17}. We therefore suggest more careful consideration of the different manipulations of laboratory mice. Proper handling must conduce to the welfare of laboratory animals as well as reliable experimental results.
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